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duchak11Q: What does this do in Django? in my app I have this line: def slugify(self, value): value =
value.replace("'", "") value = re.sub(u"([\w\W\d_]+:[\d]*(?:[+-]\d+)?(?:\/[^/]*)*)","-", value) value =

re.sub(r'[^\w\d_]', '-', value) return str(value).lower() For what it does, I know what it does. My
problem is that I don't know what it does. I tried adding a comment after it, but it doesn't seem to

make sense, as I clearly don't know what it does. A: Evaluated like so: def slugify(self, value): value
= value.replace("'", "") value = re.sub(u"([\w\W\d_]+:[\d]*(?:[+-]\d+)?(?:\/[^/]*)*)","-", value) value =

re.sub(r'[^\w\d_]', '-', value) return str(value).lower() # Here we see that the return value is being
used, so that's what it does If this was in production code, you'd want to test it and try
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